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About This Game

Chewing is endless puzzle game

Story

You're an astronaut who landed on the planet Zeeex of trapped souls, where Anubis lives. Anubis eats souls. The main goal is to
release the soul. The soul is released by merging and blasting ancient blocks of the same type. If you do not want to give your

"soul" to him, play the game as long as you can.

In this game the main goal is to stay alive as long as you can and with that comes beating previous top score. You must be
careful, because fields are filling with new blocks every once in a while. Do not let the blocks fill the table.

Game mechanics

Blocks can be moved horizontally or vertically by using mouse left click. By joining and eventually destroying blocks you will
feed the Anubis and earn points.

Your mana bar is increasing when you earn points. When mana bar reaches the top, then you can use one of the five power-ups.

There are two types of power-ups: destroying and time. Each power-up helps you to overcome difficult situations.
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First three power-ups can destroy blocks and that will be:

color explosion

orthogonal explosion

square explosion

There are also two power-ups that can decrease creation of new blocks:

freezes creation of new blocks for some time

decreases creation frequency of new blocks

On the right side of the screen there is death bar that indicates how many free fields are left in the table. When it reaches the
end, it will be game over.
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